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Silver Reef’s Petrified Forest: 
An eggnog inspired tale? 

 
During the late 1870s, in what has become known as the Pioche Stampede, many silver seekers left 

Pioche, Nevada. They did so hoping to make fortunes in the newly established Southwestern Utah town of 

Silver Reef.1 Though separated by a one-way journey of more than 90 miles, the two mining towns would 

remain closely connected. Silver Reef would occasionally be referred to as the “Pioche Extension.”2 News from 

Silver Reef was even carried in a special section of the Pioche Record, Pioche’s locally printed newspaper. 

Perhaps one of the most fantastic pieces of news to be printed in the Record came from Silver Reef and went as 

follows: 

“It is seldom that Dame Fortune bestows her carresses [sic] on people who are worthy of them, yet in the case 

of Henry Freudenthal and Louis Hassell, it would seem that the old lady had at last came [sic] to her right mind 

and has been ever so lavish of her favors on two deserving young men. On the 24th, Freudenthal and Hassell, 

chloriders in the Thompson & McNally, were putting a hole into unusually hard rock, when suddenly the entire 

face of the drift before them gave way with a looming sound, into a black abyss 200 feet deep. Mr Hassell, who 

was turning the drill at the time, instantly sprang backward, thereby saving himself from being carried 

downward with the huge mass of rock. The astonished chloriders realized that an immense cave was before 

them. Two hundred feet over head, and faintly seen by candle‐light, frowned its dome‐like ceiling, the further 

extremity of which was lost in the darkness. Two hundred feet below, firm and upright stood a forrest [sic] of 

huge trees. Ropes were procured and the chloriders descended into the forest, which was found to be petrified. 

On some of the trees strange characters were inscribed. Various mosses, also petrifactions, appeared green and 

life‐like, covered the ground. All these petrifications carry silver—some of the samples broken from the trees 

assaying as high as $200 per ton. Last evening, in company with Judge A. H. Parker, Mining Engineer, we visited 

the wonderful cave and found its dimensions to be as follows: Length 875 feet, width 75 to 100 feet, heighth 

[sic] from the bottom to ceiling or roof, 375 to 400 feet.”3 

 

Had “Dame Fortune” really visited Henry Freudenthal and Louis Hassell inside that dark mine on 

Christmas Eve? For decades the Record article has served as proof of this discovery. Books, including Orson F. 
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Whitney’s Popular History of Utah,4 various graduate theses,5 and the KUED/Lee Groberg documentary 

Treasure House: The Utah Mining Story, all repeat the legend of Silver Reef’s petrified forest. Perhaps adding 

credence to the story is the fact that both Freudenthal and Hassell are listed on U.S. Census records as living in 

Silver Reef during 1880 (as was mining engineer Adolphus H. Parker).6 The Thompson and McNally claims—

site of the supposed discovery—were indeed nearby on the White Reef.7 At the time of the article, these claims 

were being worked by “chloriders,” miners who followed thin veins or discontinuous ore deposits hoping to 

extract silver with the least amount of work possible.8 Yet other parts of the story are less believable; including 

the upright trees upon which “strange characters were inscribed” and the green petrified silver bearing moss. 

 The truthfulness of this petrified forest story relies upon the creditability of the Record’s correspondent 

from Silver Reef. This creditability is cleared up in the subsequent week’s edition. In a continuation of the story 

the correspondent writes: 

“In a second cave leading from the first great cave mentioned a week ago, was found a beautiful Indian maiden 

reclining on a couch of furs in front of a lodge of skins. Close beside her knelt an Indian taking a drink of water 

from a silvery stream. All were petrified—stream, Indian and maiden. Yet, before we go any further, we owe an 

explanation in regard to the great discovery. On Christmas night we went to bed with Egg Nog, a congenial 

partner, who very soon soothed us to sleep with a bad headache. Without doubt Nog had something to do with 

the construction of the cave of our dream and also of bearing us through the petrified forest to where the 

maiden was. So excited were we at the time of writing the discovery that we forgot to mention it as a dream. 

We are under the firm impression, however, that the cave exists, but it hasn’t been discovered.”9 

 

So it would seem that the Record’s Silver Reef correspondent got a bit too carried away. Whether it was 

truly an eggnog inspired dream, or simply a cockamamie story, the truth is no doubt a disappointment to many 
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who have heard the legend. By conveniently forgetting to mention the cave as a dream in the first article, the 

correspondent no doubt caused a sensation, which has continued for some into the present day. For the modern 

historian some questions are naturally raised while reading the second article. For example have past historians 

simply not gone to the next issue of the Record and thus never found the recantation? Has the legend survived 

so long because ghost town enthusiasts conveniently forgot the other half of the story? Or was the second article 

part of a conspiracy ordered by mine bosses to hide the truth? One important note to add is that Silver Reef’s 

own newspaper, the Silver Reef Miner, makes no mention of the discovery in its issues of January 5th and 12th of 

1881. 

Other stories of silver bearing petrified wood are found in the annals of Silver Reef history, and petrified 

wood is not uncommon in the area. Relatively close by is the Escalante Petrified Forest, a Utah State Park. 

Locals of the Silver Reef area have found petrified wood, some of which is claimed to have contained silver. 

But while stories like these may be true, it seems perhaps the legend of a massive cave with a silver bearing 

petrified forest can at last be put to rest. 
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